**NOTT Engagement**

**Path to Leadership**

3 main steps

1. **Application**
   - Self-Evaluation
   - Leader of the Day Planning
   - Technical Skills
   - Field Training Trip

2. **Welcome, Application**
   - Leader of the Day Planning
   - Technical Skills
   - Field Training Trip

3. **Field Training**
   - Self-Evaluation
   - Leader of the Day Planning
   - Technical Skills
   - Field Training Trip

**Application and Welcome Interview**

- **Application**
  - Trip title, Copy and Itinerary
  - Learning how to create necessary parts of a trip

- **Welcome Interview**
  - Safety planning is essential to a smooth trip.
  - How to talk to participants is key to running a good trip.
  - Welcome and Participant interviews
  - How to get information about your trip destination
  - Conservation and attributes of a good leader
  - Wind up talks at the end of the trip

**Field Training Trip**

- **Scenario**
  - How to get information about your trip destination
  - Conservation and attributes of a good leader
  - Wind up talks at the end of the trip

- **Technical Skills**
  - Leader of the Day Planning
  - Technical Skills
  - Field Training Trip

- **Demos/Trainee Implementation**
  - Leader of the Day Planning
  - Technical Skills
  - Field Training Trip

**New leaders start and end with you**

**Home School Online Learning with Campfire**

- **3 main steps**
  - Application
  - Welcome Interview
  - Field Training